Growth of carbon nanowalls on metal-coated substrates via microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
In this study, we investigated the growth properties of carbon nanowalls (CNW) depending on the substrate types. We deposited metal films on Si substrates via RF magnetron sputtering with the use of four-inch W, Cu and Ni targets. A microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system was used to grow CNWs on the metal-coated Si substrates using H2 and CH4 gases. The vertical and superficial conditions of the grown CNWs depending on the substrate types were characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). Raman analysis was used to investigate the structural properties of the CNWs. Based on this experiment, it was found that the direct growth of CNW was possible on the metal layer with a thickness of more than 50 nm.